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ABSTRACT 

An activation analysis technique employing He3 induced 

nuclear reactions has been used in a study of the oxygen 

and carbon contents of some lanthanide and actinide metals. 

The experimental application of the technique has been re-

fined. Its reliability within the limits of oxygen concen-

tration encountered in this study has been investigated, and 

an approximation has been el~minated which introduced errors 

of greater than 50%.in som~ cases in the calculation of re-

sults. 

The oxygen and carbon content of metals produced by 

reduction of their respective trifluorides with barium vapor 

has been studied to determine the ability of some drying 

techniques to remove these elements from the trifluorides. 

Netals produced from untreated trifluorides contain about 

6000 ppm oxygen. Metals produced from trifluorides treated 

with anhydrous HF gas were found to contain as little as 300 

to 400 ppm oxygen. 
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It is known that the crystal structure and lattice constants of 

metals are often influenced by small amounts of Cfl.tionic and anionic 

ir:-Jnuri ties. Hi!!h temperature crystalline phases, or structures not 

ohs~rved at all in metals of high purity, are stabilized at room t.emn-

era.ture by low contaminations. 

Anionic c·ontaminations have not been examined closely, due to ana-

lytical difficulties, but appear to be of noticea.ble effect in several 

instances. 

Calcium metal containing only a few pa.rts per million (ppm) cat-

ionic conta.mination has only two allotropic forms: face centered cubic 

(fcc) to 464° c., and body centered cubic (bee) to the melting pointe 

!l.m.;ever, when such ca.lcium is deliberatlyi contaminated by exposure t.o 

· la.rr:e amotmts of carbon, ni tro;;en, or hydrogen, an hexagonal closest 

1 
oacked (hcp) and a form of lower symmetry are observed. 

If ytterbium metal is air oxidized to form a thin film of oxide to 

prevent its volatilization during high temperature x-ray stuiies, the 

transformation to the high temperature hexagonal form occurs at 710°C., 

and is not reversed to form the roOl'll temperature stable fcc phase until 

260°C. In pure ytterbium metal, the hexa.gonal ph; se is not observed on 
0 ·. 

hearing below 800 c., and after formation reverts to V1e cubic n'1ase below 

600°C. 2 

Ndlhan3 has prepared americiur~\metal. from AmF3 and from Amo2 • 

Met.c::l m9.de from the trifluoride was indexed· a.s d01.1ble hexagonal closest 

nacked Ccthcp), and is· taken to be the· room temperat,.lre stable pha.ae. 

Eetal nrepared by volatilizati~n 'from a mixture of lanthanum metal and 

americium oxide was ·collected' on· tantalum or quartz fibers ~nd was shown 

3 
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to be face centered cubic in structure. Fcc is probably the high temp-

erature phase of pure americium. These factors seem to indicate that 

oxygen stabilizes fcc americium. Spedding and Daane4 have claimed 

t"'a.t trace amol.mts of oxygen, as Y2o
3

, which has a maximum solubility 

of 2 mole ·per cent. in YFy contributes to oxygen in yttrium metal nroei

uced by reduction of the YF3.with vapor~zed Ca. 

Phase stabilization by impurities is possible to the extent to which 

it occurs in metals because of the small values for the heats of tran-

sition normally observed between two crystal phases. The enthalpy diff-

erence bet;..,een the high and low temperature forms of several metalE'· is 

given in Table 1. 

Table l 

Metal Iransit;i.on 11 Ht, cal/ mole 

La dhcp-bcc 760 

Yb fcc-hcp 425 

Pr dhcp-bcc 760 

Ca fcc-bee 240 

Although phase stabilization is the most obvious effect of contam-

inatioh, significant changes in lattice parameters arise when impurities 

a.re present in room temperature stable structures. The effect of varying 

the oxyge:1 concentration between 100 and 3000 pnm in vanadium metal is 

sho"tom in Figure 1. 5 The influence of small amounts of gold on the la tt

ice parameter of aluminum is very str~king, as indicated in Figure 2. 6 

1'he following work describes the adaptation of a.n activation analyti-

ca.l technique for the investigation of llonionic contamination in samples 

of the size encountered in transplutonium research, and studies made of 

variables in the production of lanthanide and actinide metals .. 

4 
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FIGURE 1 
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~'}e Analytical Techniaue 

1'-• Detection of impurities in micro samples 

Gationic impurities are readily detectable by emmission spect.ro-

graphic techniques. Sensi ti vi ties of 100 ppm are possible for ma~~y e le-
. :' 

ment~;, and may be increased by chemical isolation of a susoected contarnin-

ant from the bulk of a sample • The total sample required does not exceed 

100 micrograms. 

In the purification of source materials for metal preoaration, a :1igh 

degree of ourification from cationic impurities can be achieved by ion 
-. . ' 

exchange chromatography. In the ca.se of the actinides, radiochemical ass-

ays can show the degree of contamination from other members of the series. 

Due to the radioactivity and lack of availiablilty of the transplu-

toniunl elements, their metals are prOduced in such small quantities that 

common anionic analytical methods can not be employed even when an entire 

metal preparation is used in one analysis. 

Hethods usually employed for analysis of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, 

and hydrogen involve the fusion of the sample with carbon (in the case of 

0, N, and H), or oxygen (for C, N, a.nd H analysis). The products of fus-

ion may be swent onto a molecu1ar sieve column in a gas chromatographic 

analysis, or excited by a DC discharge and detected through their emission 

spectra. These methods as they exist require nearly milligram amounts of 

fusion products, whereas an entire\ metal reduction may 't<Teigh less than a 
.· \ -

\ 

milligram, in the case of americium\or curium metal. These methods are 

necessarily destructive of the sample • 

For the past few years, activation analyses have been used in many 

forms for many elements, both metallic and non metallic. These methods 

need not destroy the sample if the activity r£ the species of interest cf:!.n 

be singled out from other activities. Sample size is not an important 

7 
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consideration if the activity produce~l has a convieniently long half· 

life and the cross section for its production is reasonably large. 

The most familiar form of activation analysis is neutron activat-

ion. However, more than fifty elements tm.dergo the character:i.stic (n, <s' ) 

rea.ction. The products of (n, 4') reactions are almost all ,a• or ?t-ray 

em:i. tter s, so if more than one or two species with high (n, lr ) cross sections 

are nresent in a sample, chemical iso1ation of the active species is req-
' 

uired. Besides destroying the sample, this takes time, Hi th consequent 

reduction of sensitivity in the case of short lived isotopes. 

B. He3 Activation Ana~sis 

In 1962, lvlarko~tz and 11ahony7 advanced an activation ana.lysis 

tec'1nique f'or oxyr;en and a number of other elements through He3-induced 

nuclear reactions. The advantage of this method if! its specificity for 

the a·1ions of special interest in actinide metals. All of the principal 

reactions f'or oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen a.ct:ivation are exoerg:i.c. 

Hence, He3 particles accelerated to energies only slightly higher than 

the couloumb barriers of the nuclei to be activated will suffice. The 

couloumb barrier of oxygen is about f'our M8v; in practice, an incident 

energy of' around ten Mev is used. Since the metals to be analyzed have 

coulmunb barriers of greater than 15 Mev for He3 penetration, no ex-

traneous activity arises from activa.tion of the matrix in which sus"f)ect.:. 
\ 

ed contaminants are present. I 

\ 

\ 
Table 2 shows the reactions of \interest and half lives of the orod-

ucts of activatione ., :·, ·, 

All three products are positron (.a+-") emitters. The half lives of 

. ' '. ; ''·. .. i ::."' ~- . " ........ ·1 . • ... · . 
•.: ;. 
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F'18 ell and Nl3 are con.venient, because they are long enough to be 
' ' 

detected sever-9.1 minutes after irradiation, but. not so long that they 

need to be watched for several days for identification. 

Conta.tJ.:inc,.nt. 

Table 2 

N.uclear Reaction 

ol6 ( He3' P )Fl£3 

cl2(He3 '~)ell 

Nl4(He3, 0( )Nl3 

~tuct lmlf 1 ife 

110 min. 

20.5 min. 

10.1 min. 

The ma.jor advantap-e of this activation, however, is that the three 

orod.uct isotopes may be distin.('Uished ·from all extraneous radiation pro-.. . . 

duced in a bombarQ.ment; without decomposition of the sample. This is made 

possible by coincidence counting of the ·0.511 Mev gamma radiations prOduc

ed by the annihilation of a positron and elec·tron. If the decay of the 

nasi tron end tters as observed by coincidence cotmting follows the resn-

ective half lives of the nroduct isotopes, it may be assumed that other 

activj_ties are not aporeciably. influenc:lng the analysis~ This method 

of co 1m ting was· proposed by Dr. V .A. Ryan. 8 

'IVhen the method was advanced by Markowitz and Mahony, t.re claim wus 

made for an ultimate sensitivity of a fre.ction of a na.rt ber billi.on 

(onb). It must be emphasized that this is. a calculated ·limit base'i 

only on the flux of incident He3 particles 1·rhich will not thermally de-

• gra.ct e a metal sample. Markowitz and Mahony :did not a tteinnt to verify ~ 
\ . 

this sensiti"ity experimentally, and\did not obtain good agreement with 

knm·.n samples in the higher 1000 ppm levels. 

Nevertheless, the method offers·a means of analysis of the small 

quantities of actinide metals produced in this laboratory. It was ad-

9 



apted to a micro scale by Demildt9, who with Jere Green10 performed 

many of the early analyses. 

C • r~qui pmen t 

1. The rotating target 

Because of large fluctuations in the beam intensit7 of an accell-

erat.or, it is desirable to bombard a samnle of known oxygen, carbon, or 

nitrogen concentration along with an unknown samnle. The integrated. beam 

flux may then be calculated from the activity of tre st~mdard; or more 

sirn~)ly, the activity of the unknown may compared with that of the stan-

dard. Since the beam is generally inhomogeneous, Demild t sought to insure 

e~ua.l exposure of the samples and standards by placing them in a suit-

able hold.er and rotating the holder continuously in the beam, so that 

each samnle is exposed frequently to the entire beam for equal periods 

of tire during an irradiation. 

The target holder is made of copDer, and must be water cooled, 

since thermal degradation of the samples would occurr in the absence 

of cooling. Currently, the maximmn beam which can be delivered to the 

target by the 88-inch cyclotron or the Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator 

(HllAC) a.t the University of California Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 

Berkeley, is about 1 micro ampere (»..a)., At ten Mev, th:j..s beam deposits 

10,000 lvatts of power. 

The rotating target assembly fp sho~1 in Figure 3. As 51esig:ned and 

constructed by the HILAC Accelerator;Technicians, the target was intend-

ed to be cooled by the 90 psig water availiable at the HILAC. After 

some use, the seals began to leak. At about the SB.L"le time, the author 

bec.:ur.e interes-ted in keeping the assembly under vacutnn during bor.1bardment, 
.< 

which would add 14 po\mds more differential across the seals.· Dr. 

Cunningham suggested that the .coolant be sucked throueh the system, 

10 
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rather than forced. T:.is lowers the differential to atmospheric 

) pressure when the system is operated in a vacuum, and serves to stop 

leakage. The cooling system and its heat exchBnger apnc~r in Figure ; 

'-~ . 
2. Encapsulation eouipment. 

Because of the reactivity of metals, narticularly lant'-·onide 

and actinide metals, with respect to components of the atmo ::; phere, 

it is necessary to isolate them after preparation and durinP. b omb-

ardment. A technique for packaging samples in metal fo i l was de'-

ve loped . Demildt used tantalum and later pla.tjnum foil for nack-

a8i"1g; the author has usecl gold foil. in most of this work because 

it is lm..,er in oxygen content and forms a cap / sule that is ltmch 

easier to open after a bombardment, when time is precious if the 

activity is low. The packaging equipment anpears in Figure 6, nage 

18. Its use is described on page 23. 

3. Inert atmosrhere equipment 

Metals prepared by the micro reduction procedure described 

later are coated with a great deal of slag. Other metal samnles 

are cut from foil and are coated with varying degrees of tarnish. 

To remove surface contaminations, samples are s craped until clean, 

and worked to t~e proper shape for analysis, in inert atmosnhere 

boxes. 

A number of such boxes have been constructed in this laboratory. 

l1ost of the boxes are of the flush type. Two have recycle syt> tems 

\v,ich purify gas from a box that has been flushed overnight c:nd then 

I isolated. The isolated gas is passed continuously through a coil 

I at liquid nitrogen temperature and then over copner wool heatod t o 
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An enclosure constructed by the author has been used for more 

recent work. It. is constructed of materials strong enough to with-

stand total evacuation, and connected to a large Welch Duoseal ymmp 

(capncity 1400 1./min.) via a four inch diameter cold baffeled tub-

ing. The system is evacuated to 0.1 micron of Hg, vented to high 

purity inert gas, evacuated again, otc. After about three such 

cycles, it is vented to atmospheric pressure with pure gas and used 

as an ordinary glove box. 

A special vacuum tight hydraulic press11 is mounted in the 

lucite top of both "recycle" boxes and the evacuable box, for the 

purpose of packaging samples in gold foil. These boxes are fitt-

ed. with "Buta-Sol11 gloves, which have lower coeficients of diffus-

ion for water vapor than ordinary neoprene gloves. (Availiable from 

Charleston Rubher Co., Charleston, South Carolina.) 

The evacuable box appears in Figure 5. 

D. Experimental 

1. Preparations 

As stated above, all sample preparation is done under vacuum 

or in inert atmosphere boxes. Although the inert boxes are equipped 

with eva.cuable air locks, it is good oractice to nut all necessai'y 

paraphernalia into t .he working area:\ before creation of a good atmos

phere. This avoids the possibility of contamina.tion of the atmos-

phere after cleaning of a sample has begu.."'l. 

Prior to placing the tools in tre box, gold foil discs must be 

cut for packaging the samples. Figure 6 sho\vS the cutting tools, 

14 
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as vrell as th:l other important sample preparation equipment. 

For each sample, a 5/8 inch diameter go1d bottom disc is cut 

with tool G, fig. 6. One mil (o.OOl inch thick) gold foil is plac-

ed in the slot near the base of the large portion of Ue cutter. 

The 5/E~ inch steel dowel is placed keen end down in the hole in the 

cutter bOdy in gentle contact · .. rith the gold foil. 'l'he dull end of 

the dowel is struck lightly with a small harmner to cut the disc. 

A similar number of 5/32 inch diameter gold 11 hats 11 are cut from 

1 mil gold using the large cutt:i.ng tip (B) attached to cutter (A). 

Note that it is -necessary to weigh accurately (nearest 0.1 mg.) 

about t;.en square centimeters of the same foil from which the hats 

were cut. This is done to figure accurately the beam stopning pow-

er for the foil used for hats. The cutter (A) JtnlSt be fitted with 

a 5/8 inch diameter coprler disc under n 5/8 inch diameter paper 

di s c to avoid dullirig the cutting tips. These discs are placed in 

the recessed hole directly below the tip. 

After the packaging foils are cut, they must be fired to re-

move grease, dust, etc. This is done by placing ea.ch disc sep-

arately on a nlatinum counting plat.e of the type used for radio

chemical assays. The plate is then lowered with a pair of forceps 

into the working coil of a 300 watt induction heater, which has been 

set to prOduce a dark cherry red glow in the platinum nlate. A few 

seconds at this temperature is sufficient. No advantage has been 

observed when using foils fired under high vacuum. 

After firing, each foil should be kept in a clean, individual 

16 
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glass vial. Two pieces of gold cleaned by firing tend to adhere 

tenc1.ciously to each other if they are allov1ed to come into eontact.. 

\·/hen the foils have been prepared,· they should be placed in 

an inert atmosphere box aJ ong with the f.ollowing equipment: cutter 

(A), equipped with the small tip as in figo 6; the sealing die, 

consisting of the base {C), wa.sher (D), cover (E), and plunger 

with 0-ring (F); also a lab ,jack, petri dishes and slotted covers 

(I), two or three fine tipped forceps, a Bard-Parker knife hc:>.ndle 

with several extra blades, a finely ruled reticule from a micro-

scope eyepiece, and some bottles to receive the prepared sampJe s. 

AU bottles should have t:,eir cans removed prior to pla.cing them 

in the box, as the caps retain air. 

If only foil samples are to be analyzed, they may be cut before 

hand with the small cutter ( ,J). Lump metal samples should be plnc-

ed in a. sealed evacuated glass capillary. The samples should be 

introduced into the box along with the tools. If samnles not in 

foil form are to be prepared, the equipment for cold-vrorking them 

into shape (K) should be incluied. 

This equipm(~nt consists of a small machinist 1s vice, two pieces 

of tool steel, and small shims.of 6 mil tantalum which have been 

drilled with various sized holes. 
\ 

I 

After· all necessary equipment has been assembled, an inert atmos
\ 

phere may be created in the enclosure. 

2o . Cleaning s.nd photographing' 

It can not be stressed too strongly that great patience is 

17 
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required to obtain reliable and reproducible results. The area 

in which the sanple is worked must be kept clean, as must the tools 

with which the smaple is handeled and. worked. Thoroughness in ca.rry

ing out a11· steps is essential. To recognize the attention to de-

tail that is required in cleaning metals and protecting them from 

recontamination, note that in a one milligram sample, one microgra••1 

( .LI.. r;) of contamination corresponds to 1000 ppm.· 

If a sample of a.ctinide or lanthanide metal prenared by the 

micro reducticn process described in Part III ci' this work is to 

be analyzed, the following steps must be taken:· 

a. The metal will be in the form of a be¥£i of ab-

out a millimeter in diameter. It will.be attached to a 

piece of 3 mil ttmgsten wire, and will be s~rounded by 

a coating of barium difluoride slag. It is often con

venient to remove this slag prio.r to the time of prepar-

ation for analysis in order to deep the area free from · 

BaF 2 dust. · Using the wire as a "handle11 to be grasped by 

forc·ep~, scrape the bead of metal with the knife until all 

slag· and tarnish are removed from the bead and its en

tir.e surface is bright and shiny. This work is done un-

der a binocular microscope,\ as are all of the cleaning 
\ 

·processes. The bead should be held in a clean petri dish. 

'l'he possibility of loss of the bead from the dish is re

duced if a slotted plastic cover (I), Figure 6, is plac-

ed over the bead while scraping is --in pl:"ocess. 

l .' •.• .. •• 
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b. After this initial cleanine, change tre petri 

dish and lmife blade. Now remove the wire to which tre 

bead 'is attached, and clean the groove which it occupied 

:in the metal by scraping with the tip of the lrnife. Scr-

ape the entire bead. surface once more • 

c. Examine the bead at this time to see if it is 

large enough to be split into duplicate samples. As des

cribed in step (d) below, the sample will be worked into 

proner·shane for analysis by pressing it into a hole in 

a 6 mil tantalum shim (see K, Figure 6). If the bead is 

large enough to be <:livided, each. half should be large 

enough to completely fill one of the two largest holes 

in the shim. If one of the smaller holes must be used 

after division of the bead, it is too small to be snlit. 

d ~ Place a piece of tool steel on the lower ,jaw of 

the small machinist's vice. Put a 6 mil tantalum shim 

on the tool steel. Insert a metal bead, or half a bead if 

duplicate samples a.re to be prepared, in an appropriately 

sized hole in the shim, and place the other piece of tool 

steel over the tantalum. Lmver the upper jaw of the vice, 

making sure that the tantalum rema.:ins sandwiched evenly 

\ 
between the tool steels.. Apply the pressure req,Jired to 

flatten the sample and force it ev~nly arotmd the curcum

ference of the hole in the shim~ 

e. Remove the shim from the vice and place it in a 

clean petri dish. Scrape both sides of the metal sample 

21 
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uhile it is held in the shim. Each face should be cleaned 

b;y~ scraping the entire surface four times,· or :nore if necessGry 

tu remove tarnish or other contamination. The metal should be 

rotated about sixty degrees bet'deen scrapings to assm·e that 

all portions of the faces are cleaned to the same degreeo At 

no t.ir:le should the point of the kn.He or forceps indent 

the surface, as this would drive contamination deep within 

the region penetrated by the He
3

bearn. Scra;.Jing is a ."entle 

)Jrocess, removing only a feH microns of metal at a time. 

If v1e metal samples have been cut from a piece of foil, rather than 

prepnred in the form of a bead, they l·rill a.lready be of the proper 

dimensions for analysis, and a final cleaning.is all that is necessary. 

The following steps apnly either to foil samples, or metal as treated 

in steps (a) through (e) above. 

f. n.emove the sample from the· shim by pressinp.: p-erttly vrit.h 

the tip of the knife at the point •vhere the tantalum and 

m~?:tal· sample meet, vthile slightly bending the shim. Holding 

the faces of the little disc. of metal gently with the forceps, 

scrape around the circumferehce. If the met£1.1 has come from 

7he shim, there may be some flas:1in['s arour1d the edge, and 

these must be removed at this·. time. 
·, 

\ 

go Scraue the faces three times again. Select the 

face which vlill be exposed to the beam.· Invert a petri dish 

on V:e lab jack, place the samule on the dish with the selected 
! •. 

ft1.ce up, and place the small reticule over the samole. . •.. . . c: . ' 

Nake sure that the :ruled side of the reticule is the side 
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in contact i·tith the sar,lplo, and that the rulings are 

directly over the metal. Raise the lab jack until the 

sample can be brought into focus in a monocular microscope 

placed on the lucite top of the glove box. 

h. Center the sample in the microscope. Connect a 

photomicroscopyunit equipped vtith a Polaroid camera to tr1e 

microscope, and photograph the rna['Jlification of the sa.mple 

and ocula/scale. (If no photographic equipment is availiable, 

a camera lucida may be used to sketch the per:i.Jnetcr of the 

sample, as was done in previous work. The author has 

used the photoe,rraphic method in most. of this i·tork.) Tl1e 

purpose of the above step is to obtain the <>..rea of the 

targets, \·rhich is required in calculating the results. 

Some pictures of samples may be seen in figure 7 • 

. i. Scrape the face of the sample 1·rhich '.-.r:Lll be exposed 

.. to the bearnonce more. Be cautious not to alter the area, 

vrhich has already been' recorded. 

j. . Put. a ·5/8 inch diameter gold foil disc in t:1e re-

cessed portion of the sealing die base (C), fig. 6. Press 

the vrasher (D) over the gold. Cent,er the metal sample 

in the center of the hole 'in the Hasher, being certain th~~'t 

the face vrhich has been phot.ographed is up. Put a gold foil 

l I 

hat over the sample.' The hat should. exactly fill the hole 

in the washer. Insert the plunger (F) in the die cover(T~) 
' . "' 

from the flat side of'~the die cover. 
., . ./'/ 

The end of the plunger 
· .. '·. 
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Hith the small rai1,3ed rinc: should be tm·rards tho holl01-: re:rt . 
t of tho die cover. Do not insert the plunger so far that 

it protrudes into the hollm-r portion·. 

k. Gently place the die cover •nth plunger over the 

die base. The small hole in :he cover should he O)'Y!)OS:i. to 

the 11 channel11 in the top of the die base to facilitate ptunp-

ing out the sample area.. i'J01>1 :prcsn the :nlui·1ger 1-sently but 

firmly down on the zold. hate Being careful not. to tilt or 

knock the.die assembly so as to displace the sample, place 

it in the recessed portion of the base of the press mmmt.cd 

in the top of +he.r;love box. 

1. Evacuate the box to a pressure of one micron or less 

for tvrenty minutes. Then put about 1200 pounds prcssu:c'O (six 

small scale divisions )on the die. This serves to cold 1-:cld 

the gold foils together arou..'1d the sample, Release the press-

ure and vent the tank to atmospheric pressure 1<rith a pure 

inert gaso 

m. Dissassemble the die and remove the target., Put 

it hat side up in the 5/8 inch recession in the cutting tool 

(A), ivhich should be fitted with the small cutting tip. The 

target fitJs in the recession so that the nortio11 conta.ining 
' \ 

the sample is exactly under. the cutting edr;e. \'lith the palm 

depress the plunr,er until the sample package is cut from 

the main portion of the gold 'bottom foil. 
' ' 

n. Inspect the packa,se to acertain that the seal has 



not been cut and t.hat the packa.pe ~·rill be 2.ir tic;ht. 

'l'hc stcndaros ui1ich are ru.11 alonr, 1·ri·: h the sa.r:1plcs do not l'Criuire 

cleaning. For oxy;::en standaros, quartz discs of 1/16 inch diameter 

are used. Small pieces of carborundum are used for carbon stan.dc.:rd.s. 

Neither material tarnishes, so they may ~e used 1vi thout preparation. 

Since the standCI.ros should be bombarded at the same energy as ti1e 

sam:)les, they are packaged in the same vlc.y as the sa;nplos using the same 

gold for hats that covers the samples. 

3. · Activation and co•mting. 

'The copper. block in which the targets are mounted is drilled 

Hith s:L"C 1/8 inch diameter recessions on a 5/8 inch diameter ci::.·cle. 

The packages are a snug fit in the recessions, nnd a S})ecia.l tool 

is used to press them into position~ It is desirable to place the 

quartz sta.ndaros 180° apart, so that as many metal sampJ.es as 

possible can be placed adjacent to them. One carborundum standard 

is usually included in an analysis. Care must be taken to assure 

that the 11 hat side" of the ta.rcets faces allay from the copper 

block. 

After the samples and standaros have been placed in the r)lock, 

an a.hun.i.num foil of the desired thiclmess, '1-rhich has been weighed to 

deternLine its stopping powor per i~it area, is cut to fit the block. 
. \ 

It must be shaped so as to expose tne holes throup,h 1'>'hich the block 

is bolted to .the rotating assembly. ,A hold-dovm ring is t!len bolted 

over the foil. The block, loading tool, a gold. package, ahuninum foil 

and the hold-down ring a.re shovm in figure B. 
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The tare:et block is bolted to the rotating asse1;1bly, ::nd it is 

nlace:i :i.n ihe b0am tube of an acccla.rator in ·a mo1mtin.c Nl~ici1 ·~:rill 

ro:3itio:n one portion of the 5/8 inch circumference on i·rhich the 

t<"-i'.'':eU; aTe mo'\.U'lted directly behind a 1/6 inch colJ.im'-1. tor •. 

The collinator is grmmded to the mounting, so that a beam 

current reading may be taken from it, and from t.i1e target itself, 

1·:hicl1 is insulated from the motmting. An electrometer lec:>d to the 

control room of the accelerator is attached to the tar.·· ct, and 

another to tJ1e mount in g. 

If the rotating targets are to be bombarded in a vacuum, <:. small 

J:Ja..'1'fold is e>.ttache::l to tHo small tubes leading to the 11 buckct11 \vhich 

receives the target assembly. See fip,ure 9 for a dia.:_~ram of the 

mounting apparatus. Vacuum may be apolicd through this manifold, 

or alternately, the va.CUlun window (20 mil alum:i.mun) between tho 

11 lmcket 11 and beam tube can be removed so that the vacutun of the 

accelarat.or i ts(O)lf is usEd. When operating under vacuum, all seals 

in the rota.ting t:arget must be previously checked for leaks with a 

mass spectrometer type helium leak detector. 

Shortly before bombardment-is to start, the coolinr. Hater leads 

and mot or drive flex cable are connected to the target, and the Hater 

pump is Gtartede Bombardment at a h:~am current of about 500m:i.llimicro 
.. -1-- ' 

amperes. of He3+ ions should be carried\ out for a period of time· depend-

ent on the oxygen cont.amina.tion expected· in the purest metal sample in 

the target. For a sam~)le eontainin[" about 100 ppm oxygen, a total inte-

i:Ta.ted beam of at least 800 to 1000 millimicro ampere hours must be 

I I 
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ac.::umul~!ted to produce a. useable amount of F
18 

activity. A S2.r.l)Jle 

containing about lOOOppm oxygen "'vill be sufficiently activated 

by around 500 millitri.cro a.mpe~·e hours. 

11 
.If the 20.5 minute C activity is to be mea.sured for 

carbon analyses, the copper block contaiiling the targets must be 

brought to the counting area as quickly after bombaniment as possible. 

Unna.ckaging equipment consisting of a small screv.Jdriver, force})S, e.nd 

sharp t.ippeJ Bard-Parker knife should be T.Jreviously laid out in a 

ven: :Llated hood next to a binocular microscope and alu.min1;m c01mtin13 

holders. If radioq.active materials are being analyzed, unpackaping should 

be done in a glove box. · 

Using the scre'\'Jdriver, the hold do'\<lh rinc and alum.:inum foil a1~0 

removed from t.he copper block. The purest sample will have the l01·rest 

activity, and should be unpack2.ged first so that cotmtine: can begin on 

it iimned:i.atelye Unpackaging is performed. as folloi.·rs: 

a. Remove a gold package from the copper block Nith the 

forceps, and place it-tmder the binocular microscope. 

b. Press do"'·m on the outer edge of the pa.ckase lvith the 

forceps t:i.ps, holding them slif!htly separated so that each tip 

contacts the edge 0 
of the pa~kage 180 apartG 

c. Hi th the n .. ackage helct. in. place b:." 't· .. he forceps t · .,. . . . . . J.p.,, 

slice gently with the sharp point. of the knife through the top of 

the package· (the hat). Cut through the hat outs:i.de of the 

· portion of the packaee occupied by the sample to avoid removing 

activity from the surface of the sample itself. Cut the hat 

as much as is necessary to peel it back, revealing the sam1)le. 

de Remove the Sa.J:\;'Jle with the forceps and place it in a . 

cotmting card. Tape a cover over the ce.rd and take it to the 

30 
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counter. 

Unpackaging is a sir:1ple process, but care should be taken not 

to scratch the surface of the sarnple, thus removing a.c ti vi ty. 'I' he 

forcens should not be closed whil~ being used to hold the packa.r.;e 

during the cutting process. 'l'his will crimp the gold, making it 

more difficult to extract the sample, and ca.n break a fragile tar-

gc)t such as a quartz standard. Unpackaging does not. need to be 

ca:.·~·ied out in an inert atmosphere, since atmospheric contam:i_m;.tion 

after activation is of no consequence as far as the analysis is con-

ce:cned. 

AlJ. samples should bo counted through at least three half lives 

of the lonr..;est. lived activity (110 mi..'1. F1H). TJ,e sta.ndm'Cis contain 

arJout tvro orders of magnitude more oxygen or carbon than the saliiple s, 

and consequently vdll 11 saturate 11 the counter when they have ;just come 

from bombardment. Hence, they may be unpackae;ed at leisure, since 

they 1~'"ilJ. have to "cool off"before they can be counted. The corbor-

undum standards for carbon anal''Sis may be counted after about thirty 

minutes; the quartz standards after three of fonr hours. 

Eo CaluJ.ations. 

Preparation o.f a thin foil target of uniform surface density 

(Height per unit area) from the quanti ties of metal prep".red in this 
\ . 

laboratory 1v:ould be nearly impossiple • In aQ.dition, a t!1in target 1·rould be 

undesirable because t.he effects of surface contc:md.na.U.on would be approx...., 

i.mataly doubled if the He3 berun could, pass through both surfaces of a 

tar:cet.. Effectively infinHely thick samples only have boen used in this 

-vrork. 

The problem of definine the port.ion of a tarret. surface exposed 

to the beam is eliminated if the target is smaller than the bea.rri. All 

tarcets used "tv:ere 1/16 inch in diameter or smaller, so Here easily cov-
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ercd o:1 the 1/C: inch collimated 1)eam. 

The &.ctivity of a nroduct isotope of half life (t~) at any time 

(t) a.fter the end of a.ctiva.tion (t0 ) is given by the CA.")Jrcssion: 

in -vrhich N::. the number of atoms of the species to be activated uhich 

are seen b~r the beam, 

j ""-the 

U"" the 

in tens~ ty of the He3 beam in 

cross section for a.ctivation 

-- 3; 2 lie em -sec. 

-24 in b::o.rns (10 · 
2 

em. ) 

For tho case of a thick target l:.rhich is smaller th&n t.hd bc:.:t.ra, 

N~ R..s·-x J 
where R -= the ran.r:;e. ,of the beam r1 the target substance, in mg./em. 2 · 

this 

S = the surface arer.. of the sample in cm.2 

·.,: ..,. the \·Jeight fraction of the species (for e.x:am]Jle, o16 ) in 
the sample 

S ':.. a constant for the species in units of atoms/mg. 

Since the cross section (o-) is dependent on the ener:_y of the 

activating He3 particle, sigma wj_ll not 'oe constant if the tarr:~et is 

thiclc enou[~1 to signifigantly deerade the beam enerpy, as is t.l:e ca.se 

in all targets usej in. this wor1~. 
\ 

Sigma is dependent on the ed~rrY.; and the range of He3 particles in 

a given target is also dependent on the energy. Knm:ing the relation 

of sigma to energy (the excitation function), and the relation of range 

to energy, a function 'relating sigma to the range may be obtained., 'l'his 

funtion may then be integrated between the range corrE)sponding to the 
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;;;;:.,ximum enerfY of the He3 particles incident on the target surface, <l:Jd 

~oro r<me-e--corresponding to z.ero energy or stoppage of the particle 

in the t[·.ick tarc;et. This inteera.tion in practice is carried out gr.::mh-

ically. i~xPressed mat.hmatically it is: 

. 1 ~<~(A) d R 
. 0 

donee vro h:we the activity of a tar get at any time ( t) a;fter t 0 as: 

(clA·)· \ JR"""" [ -o."x>r . ~ Jt :: cJ S .P 2' d \J ( i\) J ~ j - ~ c,,._ ] 

Hovrever, vm are comparing the activities of samples relative to standards, 

since the intensity of the beam (ffi) is difficult to regulate exactly. 

I?.elatinp: the activities of a. ta.rget (1) and a target (2) at the same 

time ( t), 'toJ'e · have, for 

'l'rhich after cancellation of the constant terms gives: 

--

R.earra.nring to obtain the weight fraction of. the species. of interest 

in target (1), we get: 

:: ttjo, ·· . ( S, ~~. [ J ILtr(R: d R"~- ]-. 
("" . A r·,.~. -.... ' ~ ,_ 

. .J I . C?'l.. ' . )o V ( f',) c! 1'\. I- ' 

Since loft. fraction X 10
6 

equals ppm, 
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The surface area of the samples (S) is obtained from·the photo-

:cicrogra.phs taken of each tar r-et before encapsulation is gold. Figure 

7 is a full size reproduction of photographs taken of three metal samples 

and a cn.1artz standard. In order to obtain maximum sensi ti vi ty, · the 

r:dcrosc' ·pe objective is varied in povrer so as to ma.:x:ir!lize the image of each 

sample on the film area availiable. 

NotF: that the space between the reticule ruljngs Sllperimpcised 

over the picture of americium in fig. 7 is much larger than in the 

picture of the quartz standard, although the same reticule wa.s used 

for both targets., The americium Has a much smaller target than the quartz, 

so i:as photographed throuvh a stronger objective lens. Differences in focal 

length duo to varying extensions of the lab jack on which the saMples are 

photogl~aphed give rise to differences in ma.€7lification even 1vhen the 

same lens is used on all targets. 

Hence, the reticule rulings are used to nor!Ilc'llize t.he areas of 

all sam}lles and standards to a common unit of area, the square reticule 

f division.. The area of the sample in the photomicrograph is first 
t 

obtained with a planimetero An accurate centimeter-rule is then laid 

perpendicular to the reticule markings to obtain the .average munber of 

reticule divisions per centimeter.. Then simply, the area on the photograph, 

times (the number of divisions per c~. )2 gives the norma.lized area in div. 2 

If th<:J exe.ct sample. area in em. 
2 

is r~quired, the value in div. 2 must be 

multiDlied by the factors (em. 2/planimeter unit) and (cm./div. )2obtained 

from measuring the reticule itself. These two factors are the same for all 

photo:;raphs if the same reticule and planimeter are used, and need not be 

introduced 'Vrhen comparing one sa1,1ple relative to another. 

1! 
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Earlier workers7,9 did not take into account the dependence of 

cross section on range. The assumption that sigma and rP.nge are in-

dependent- was made, which allows a very slight simplification of the 

' , calculations through canceliation of (Q'"') in the numerator and denom-

'J, 

in<".tor of the expression derived above. The author has found that 

use of this assumption gives results in excess of 60;6 too low in the 

case of the actinide metals~ ·The error decreases in magnitude with 

decreasing atomic number of the target material, and would vanish in 

the case of an unknown possessing the same range-energy relationship 

as the standard. 

This is the trend which one wculd expect from consideration of 

.the dependence of the efficiency of activation (as expressed by the 

ex..i.tation function) on the m ergy of the activating particle. A He.3 

particle entering a dense metal such as an actinide would be degraded 

in energy much more rapidly than a particle of the same energy incident 

I . ! on a quartz target. The particle entering the quartz W?uld travel 

f for a ionger distance before stopping, and would activate the ·oxygen 

atoms it encountered at .·a high Jfficiency because it would retain 

a.11 energy corresponding to a high cross section for a great · percentage 

of its penetration. In an actinide metal, the particle would loose its 
l 

.; energy early in flight, so in addition to traveling for a shorter dis-
·; 

-; tance than the particle in quartz, \it would not activate oxygen imbedded 
.} 

j in the metal as well. A greater percentage of its travel would be spent 
i 
~ a.t low cross section. 
l 
~ 
l 
1 A ::;imple ratio of the respective ranges, used when the anproximation 

I 
; th<' t the sigmas will canc:el is made, expresses only the difference in the 
' ~ 
J 
j 

·j ~ 

i 
; ., 

I 
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depths of penetration of He3 perticles of like enerpy. Use of the ratio: 

/~.-- '{l 
<) 'T(~.) d 'l,;t. 

~'::"/a,) d. rz.l 
takes into account the differences in efficiency of activatj_on jn tarrets 

of different atomic number. It expresses the different dependencies of 

cross section on range. 

'!'he only activation for Hhich a reasonably ac~ura.te excitation fu.'lc

tion is currentlyavailiable is that for o16 (He3,p) Fl8 .12 It is 

anticine.ted that' excitation functions for c12 (He3 ,a{) ell and Nl4(He3 ~)N]J 

will be availiable shortly el3 All analyses mad~" for carbon have been 

calculated bythe a.ssumT)tl.on of constant cross sections. No nitror.:;en 

analyses have ever been made in this lab()re.tory by He3 activation analysis, 

as the N
13 

half life activity has· never been observed in a meta.l s2.rnnle. 

Fl.ange-energy data used in this •·rork was taJ-:en from the t a.11les 

cor.1piled by Hilliamson and Bou:iot.l4 These range-energy fun~ctions are 

calculated semi-empirically for He3 and· other· parti.:les for a nu.-r:ber of 

eler:1ents throurrhout the periodic table. ~·i11en de:ta i<r:.s not been cal-

cul.:.;.tecl- for a specific atomic number, that of the closest element t.o 

the m~ ssing one may be used,; The error intrOduced b;.' such an approx-

imBt.ion is not 1~reat, a.nd may be reduced by graphical interpola.tion 

betvreen atomic numbers· adjacent t'~ the element of interest. At a. 
\ 

given energy, the range of .. a pa.rti61e in a chemi.cal com~ound may be 

calculated by tt1e following formula, 15 .in which quartz (Si02 ) is. used 

as ;::,n example: 

36 

1vt. fraction Si in SiO?.. 
Ra.np.e in Si + wt. fract.ion 0 in SiO? 

Ranr:e in 0 
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Figure 10 represents the dependence of the cross section for 

the nuclear reaction ol6(He3, p)Fl8 on the energy of the incident 

He3 particle. Figure ll demonstrates the dependence of the range of 

He3 in quartz on particle energy. Figure 12 shows the cross section 

cr(R) as a function of range in quartz and other targets, as derived 

from the energy dependent functions of Figs.· 10 <md ll. From a plot 

f
R..,..f'll 

such. as Fig. 12, the integration c:rtt<)'ll',. may be pd:rformed 1-::r.::cphically. 
cJ 

F. Analysis of metals of kno~n oxygen content~ 

It w.::.s necessary to study the degree of reliability of the in-

di vidual analyses and to detem.i.ne whether a loH<.Jr limit to the oxy-

gen content was set by oxygen contamination durine; tl<c analyticcQ 

proced:1re or during reduction. 

To answ,~r the. first question, o. nu171ber of rrcilligrrur. samnlcs of 

metallic thorium ···•0re analyz,~d for OX,/gen by the activation mcthoci. 

Thes·:: samples \·;ere all taken from the same large piece of 5 mil 

thorium foil, and a sufficient amount of this foil was submitted for 

analysis for oxygen by the vacuum fusion technique. Oxygen analy-

sis results of 1160, ll70, 1240, and 1700 ppm were reported on four 

separate samples, for an average of 1320 ppm with an average deViation 

of 192 ppm. The results of. the activation analJsis of this thorium 

foil are shown in Table 3. 
\ 

\ 

In order to investigate contamination during sample preparation 

and encapsualtion irrnediately prior to analysis arising from sources 

other than the atmosphere, milligram samples of pure gold were subs

tituted for the active metals. Demildt20 . analyzed four portions of 

~'7 J, 
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gold foil by activ;:;tion analysis. He found oxygen contents of 

16, 98, 199, and 34 ppm O, assuming in his calculations th&t the cross 

section for the o16(He3,p)~8 neclear reaction is a constant. 'I'he 

A.uthor has corrected these results using the method of calculation 

Correct calculation gives 22, 137, 279, and 48 rlcscribed above. 
- ( 

ppm o, respectively, for the gold analyzed by Demildt. 

Three other portions of the same :?old Here submitted ·for 

y<;cuu:n. fusion analysis. The results i·rere 21,12, and 78 ppm o. 

J.'if. Frazer and co-workers of the Lawrence Radia.tion Laboratory, 

Livermore, kindly performed the vacuum fusion analyses. 

In oddition, the a.uthor analyzed two samples of p:old, and a samnle 

of silver, by a.ctivation analysis. The gold sa.mplen \.·rere found 

j to corit.ain 53 and 122 pp, O, and the sjlver gave a result of 145 

ppm o. This gold was not analyzed by other methods. The silver 

\-Ta.s reported to contain les~ than 5 pPm u, based on vacuum fusion 

results. No further investigation of the reason for the large spreDd 

:in values was made, since all were substantially less than the lm·1est values 

found for the lanthanide and actinide metal preparations. 

3. Analysis of Lanthanum metal 

In order to investigate the importance of oxygen contamination 

during reduction of lanthanide and actinide trifluorides, the oxygen 

content of lanthanum metal before and af'ter remelting in a standard 
' 

10'. 
reduction apnarat.us was investi(':ated., Three samples of con1Iilercial 

lanthanum (Research Chemicals Corp.) were analyzed by activation 

analysis and fo'lmd to have e.n average oxygen content of 970 ppm 

with an average deviation of' 215 ppm. Two samples of' the same rnat-

erial vre·re subjected to the usual roduction (exposure to Ba vapor 

in a vacuum) and remelted at 1150° c. The remelted metal had an 
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average oxygen content of 1000 ppm with an average deviation uf 1.0 

JPD. These results indicate that there was no significant oxygen 

contamination due to the preparative technioue in the 1000 npm 

ranr,e. 

Table 3 
Activation AnaJysis of Th Foil 

Analysis D&sults 

1 1280 

2 1100 

3 lT30 

4 1460 

5 1500 

6 1460 

7 1370 

t5 1390 
., 

9. l6.6n 

Average 1394 

Average deviation 112 

\ 
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III. Metal. Production 

A. Trifluoride Preparation 

The production of small sa:nples of actinide and lanthanide 

metals by reduction of the trifluorides with barium vapor at elevated 

•· . . 1 lb' 17 All 1 h . d d temperatures has been descr1bed 1n det~ • · ant an1 e an 

actinide metals made in this work were prepared by nethods similar 
' . . 17 

to those used by Mcwban, Cunningham, and Wallman. The experimental 

procedures are summarized below. 

Metal trifluoride is precipitated from high purity chloride stock 

solutions, using reagents purified as described by McWnan, et al. The 
. . 

trifluoride precipitate is centrifuged, andthe supernatant discarded. 

Two washings are performed by slurrying the precipitate with about 

ten times its'volume of pure water. After- the first wash, the slurry .. 

is centrifuged and the wash discarded. The second slurry is trans-

ferred to small leached quartz cones for centrifuging. After removal 

of the second wash supernatant, the precipitate is· centrifut:;ed for 

several hours in the small cones to compact it to an easily handeled 

11 chunk". These chunks a:re stored over anhydrous magnesium perchlorate 

in a dess:i,cr .. tor until further treatment is initiated. 

10 . 
Ryan, Gz:een, and Lowenhaupt ·have investigated the'effects of 

prolonged vacuum dessication, ani anhydrous HF or BrF
3 

at elevated 

temper- atuNs, on the oxygen and-.carbon content of metals prepared 

from trifluorides obtained as described above. Such "wet precipitated" 

trifluoride.is known to contain about~ molecule·of water per mole

cule of trifluoride
18

, but weight changes ·on further drying suggest 
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Trifluoride chtmks to be treated 1..rith c.nhydrous l-!F or B:rF3 2re 

placed in a monel alloy boat in a monel tubinp ;.rhich may he evacuated 

-6 
to a'oout 10 mm Hg. After evacua.tio:-1, anhydrous HF is passed th:-ough 

the tube at abo,~t 400 to 700 mm Hg at a. rate of a.hout 15 1./hr. for 

varyin (:' lengths Of time, while t.he sample is he& te:·: to as hi;zh as i~:00° C • 

by a resistance furnc;ce. After treatment, the trifluoride is rem-

ovcd from the system and stored over dessicant until it is i o be re-

ducede 

8. l•ietal Production 

A photograph of the reduction system is shown in figure 13, and a 

dic: .. cra.m p:iven L'1 Fig. 13 b. It consists of a tantalum crucible su~>pended 

HH. -j_.~1 a. cylindrica.l t.anta.lwn induction shield of 2 or l~ rrd.l thickness. To 

the cruciblo cap is attached a small conical spiral of ?, mil tunpst8n wire 

"'..rhj_c:-: receives the trifluoride chunk. Use of the spiral instead of the 

tantc:,lnm ba.sket employed by Hc\'lhan c::nd co1;orkers 1vas sug~cstcd b~,· \k:igel. 19 

It is a decided improvement over the basket, since much less wire is 

expose,l for the product metal to ~-ret. The crucible cap is pierced 

t·dth a si:18ll hole of about 0.5 mm diameter through 1->hich the barium 

reductant and BaF2 effuso. An arm of a high vacuum line is surrou:1ded 

vrith an induction coil, in the center of 1.-.rhich are suspended the cru-

cible c:.nd shield. 

Temperatures of between 800°and 1400° G. are used in most re-

ductions. Since the power required to.brin[': the crucible to a. certain 

tem~:erature varies lvith the orientation of crucible, shield, and in-

duction c?il, ari empirical relat;i.onsllin must be cstabli.shed bet.>·reen the povrcr 
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FIGUilli 13b 

(a 
0. 5 mm hole in 

-Pyrex 

Reduction system: 

(a) Ta crucible and induction shield susp8nded in hi&h 
vacuum line 

(b) Ta crucible and cap, cohtainint; W spiral and Ba raetal 
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outpn. of t:1e :induction ~Jov;er supnly and the tem~!e-:c.ture of t!-Je 

crud.ble, as observed Hi th e.n o:Jtical '(J;tro;·leter throu,::h '' :.ole in 

tl1e shield. This calibration m11St be nerformed before each tri

fluorjde red1!Ct.ion. It should be carried ou+ at pressures of 10..:.6 

mm :rr or below. 

Aner coolinp;, the crucible and shield are taken to an ine~·t atmos-

p!-:cre box. A piece of trifluoride is pl2.ced. :i.n the spiral attached 

to the cap. :Enough freshly ct<t barium metal to provide a ten fold 

excess for reduction is placed in the bottom of the crucible. r:'he 

cruci'>le, c2p a.nd induction shield B.:!"'C reassembled and taken as 

c;uickl..y as nossible to the high vac:mum line in Hhich they vrere cali-

bra ted, ,,rh:Lch must be evacuator: as quickly as possible to avoid ror1C t-

ion o:f the barium with the atmosphere. Evacuation sho'J.ld conti11ue '-""1 til 

1 1 
-6 .. 

the p;·c:~>ure fal s to ovrer than 10 mm rig. 

It is imnortant durin,rJ: a reduction to re<\.ch a temperature 

sufficiently above the melting point of the product me~al thc?.t the sa.mnle 

"•rill o.gglo!:leJ·ate into a bead which althouch surrounded by BaF2 slag, 

conta}.ns no b<?.ri:um or fluorides. '·men nrep;,;.ring rclr~tively volc>tile 

metals such a.s Nd or Am, there is a ter;rntation to use too loH a tenp-

erc>.tu;·c, or not to hold a hip.h temnerat.ure long enuuph, fDr fear of 

cvapo~·<l.t:i.on the sa.mnle. 

-~ "hca.ting sequencc"is imnortant. in the production of p.:ood P.',etal. 

.r1. i.ynj_c::..l sequence consists of four major steps: 

1. An: ini tia.l outgasninp: by gradual incre;:.ses to 

cobout 300° C. This is performed after the system ~A:s re

ached about 5Xlo-7 rrun Hg or bE'tter. After out.p:assing, the 
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pressure is allm·Jeci to drop t.o the starting pressure or 

lovrer. 

2. 
. 0 

A s:1ort period at about 1000 C. This serves to 

bring the reactC'nts to the threshhold of re.s.ction, and min:i.-

mize the time required to reach the temperature of reduct.:Lon 

3. Reduction at a temperature Hellabove the melting :ooint. 

A vola tile metal such as Nci or AI-I is reducer~ for a short time 

about 300° above the melting point, thEn allowed to agglomerate 

about 100° lmoJer. 

4. A short cooling period near the melting point seen::> to 

be necessary to ;>erm:i.t the metal to agglomerate to 2. bead free 

of BaF2 • Samnles 1·rhich are to be used for X-ray studies are 

annealed for four hours at about 760°C. before coo1ine to . ·; ~: 

room temperature. 

Prone:- heating sequences for actinide elements are determined by 1:sing 

their melting point analogs in the lanthanide series, due to the v.bu..'1d-

ance 2:1d la.ck of radioactivity of the lanthanides. Terbium (m.p. 1356°) 

v-ras used for r~ost of the preparations in this work, since it is the 

. 0 
melt~.nn: point ana.log of curlum (rn.p. 1340 ). An excellent heating :3e-

C1UencC:· •:i<:.s developed. for terbium by Jere Green. The author ha.s dev~:J.oped 
•' i . ,, 

' a seo<.cence for Nd (m.p. 1024), 1·rhich .. :,as been used successfully in the 

r>ren;.;rat.ion of americium metal {m.p. 99l~0 ), although the tempera~ ures 

o:f :reduction .::nd aeglomera tion should be red ucei b;" about thirty de· ,·ees 

·in i" he case of Am. These sequences anpea,r in table 4. 
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', 

TABJ2 4 
lhl 'T li'J G S1c.;t~ J".t;;NCES 

Step 
1 

2 

3 

llr. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Tb r1nd Cm 

20 min· @ 300° 

1~0 min. @ 1100° 

2.0 mjn. 
Nd end P·m 

20 min; 

1.0 min. 

0 
@ J200 

@ 300° 

G 1000° 

1.0 min. @ 1320°, and 
2.5 min. 0 12300 
2 0 . iii · 11· 0l"0 -· nun· - lJ 

Note: for Am prep., step (3) and (h) 
temneratures should be 30° lower than 
for Nd. 

The sJrst0m requires about thirty seconds to rea.c:; c?.n equiblibrium 

tom;~>:;}';:::.ture after a change in povrer to the induction coil. This time 

lag is included in the durc:tion column in table 4 and does not need 

to be further accounted for. 

(. 
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C. Results 

As stc:.ted above, the mechanical manipul<ltion of th:; ~;1,:.;:--tini.:; 

tr: fi.KC>rid0 is frtci1iL: tcci if j_t is first precipitated from aqueous 

solution and then allowed to dry slowly to produce a hard compc.ct 

mass. To check the completeness of drying of the wet precipitated 

trifluoride, a study was made of the oxygen content of metallic ter-

bium prepared from TbF
3 

which had been dried for various lengths of 

time. (Terbium was selected because the reduction conditions are 

the same as those used for curium.) 

The results are given in Table 5. These results seem to indicate 

that consierable amounts of oxygen (presumably as W<lter) remain in wet 

precipitated trifluoride even after very extended periods of drying 

ove:· P2o5 or in high vacuum.lO 

_T/:BLE 5: 

TbF 3 drying 

I. 9 days 

2. 18 days 

J. 27 days 

26 days 

4. 27 days 

43 days 

OXYGEN CONTZNT OF T2P..BIW•J KST :~.L M;1DE FRON 
'.;·,f::.T PR:DCIPITATii:D TRIFLUOlUDE 

conditions 

over P205 

over P205 

over P205 

at l0-7rnm 

over P2o5 

at lo-7rnm 

0 content of Tb metal, pp~ 

6400 

3380 

3070 

2090 

On the assumption that most of the oxygen originated from w:.1.ter or 

oxyfluoride, a sample of wet precipitated TbF
3 

was treated with commer

cial anhydrous HF. Four reductions were made using this material and ..,, 
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were analyzed for both oxyeen and c .::u-bon by activation analysis. 

The results of these analyses are sho"m in 'rable 6. The oxygen 

content Of these preparations was substantially lO\ver than for those 

derived from physically dried trifluoride; however, the carbon 

contents were rather high. In an attempt to rerr.ove both water end 

org2.nic irr.puri ties, several batches of TbF 3 were treated with BrF3 . 

The BrF
3 

treatment was followed by the reduction vri.th dry H2 of any 

TbF4 which may have been produced by the oxidizing action of BrF3 . 

The activation analysis results for metals prepared by this mathod 

are also shovm in Table 6. These results indicate th ,;t this pro

cec:ure is inf,:rior to the simple HF treatment. For this reason, 

further TbFJ preparations were made using anhydrous HF purified by 

multiple batch distillation to remove organic impurities. The results 

.for samples derived from this material are shown in Table 6;. The 

results for several samples of americium and curium preparations 

deri. ved from physically dried trifluorides and for americium pro

duced from AmF3 treated with purified HF are also shown in Table 6· 
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OA"YGEI,I l\.I·!D C)~~BOI·~ COl'JTE::.:~~;~:i Ol:' lr\ltTI:I/U~IDE 1\I~D 

AC:l'L\'IDE Y£:Li\.LS BY AC'.I'D!A'l·IOn 1\H!::.I.:i~>IS. 

Tu 

To 

Tb 

'.L'b 

·To 

em 

Cm 

* 

Trea. t.ucn. t oi' \·ret :91·e::c ipi tu ted 
trii'l"t:o:ci.:lc 

* 6ooo l:L\i' d:cicd Ei."t 3 hours 

* t00° HF dried ,~of· 3 hour!;> .... v 

.:K 
600° BF U.:ded. a.t 3 houro 

7(· 
&Joo ffil' dried ut 3 hours 

B:c:..'3 1~0° i'or 3 hour$; H2 

300° - 6o0°C for ten min 

. 0 .. 
DrF3 400 for 3 hm.l:'cs; H2 

300° - 600°C fOl' ten min· 

40 
0 . 

BrF 3 0 for 3 hom·s; I~ 
0 -

300° - 6oO C for ten l1'.in 

TJi'l-t .o...,t ~ied, 600°. :fo:t 2.5 hour:; 

f""-;t U' d.:t:ied1 
6ooo i'or 2.5 hour:;; 

P.J.<' "t dried, 4Do0 c for 1 hour 
6oo0 c fol~ ..., 

l:ours .:;; 

E!Ft dried, 4o0°C for 1 hom~ 
W0°C for 3 hou:cs 

:t (!A 0 Iili' dried for 3 hour.s o.t. uvO 

f.1cOH ~~Gh, vue dried ll <lays 
at 10 mm He; 

~ 4' 6' 0 
:tiF' 0.:..-ied fol· houra e. t 00 

dried over P~:P5 
tJJ.~ied over P.:.Pr.: 

G. ") 

'l'ar.J.;;. \ru.:c:ned to 25 p::;ig then vented to 15 p::d6• 

tflF pu:.di'led by l"e-diotil.lation. 

0 
(IJJl~). 

5CO 

330 

310 

ltf3o 

1440 

1770 

1500 

350 

2200. 

620 

490 

730 

5~50 

98o 

4070 

4h70 

c 
( ..... ,;:l ......._ __ 

lLt-70 

u:..o 
{')0 

970 

1Gb0 

1530 

1360 

260 

390 

330 

600 

410 

~L. 
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IV. Oonclmd on. 

A . .., 
He·; Activation Analysis 

The ap;.>lication of a~tiv<!.tion analysis to submi lligram sarr.~les 

of easily ta:::-nished metals requires perfect attention -t.o detG.i1 ir. 

cleaning samples and T)rotecting them from atmOST)!leric contarnin.:J.tion. 

i!hile the results obtained are not highly precise, they rr:akc avail-

c.ble data which would not othenrise be obtainable. 

There a.re la:::-ge unexpected fluctuations in the results obtained 

' i 
by both He activc.tion analysis and vacuum fusion e.nalysis of thorium 

and gold samnles. Sta.t:l.sti cal analyses of the results obtained b;)r 

both methods for the oxygen content of thorium r.1etal shoi.,rs tha.t the 

distribution of results of the two methods center about different 

means. Hov:ever, the values obtained by He3 activation analysis of 

sm8ll samples are close enough to the results of vacuum fusion analy-

sis of large samples to rely on the activation tecl-mique as a fair 

anproximation of the oxygen content of submilligram metal samnles. 

B. Purifice.tion of Lanthanid.e and Actinide Hetals 

Summr:;ries of analyses of lanthanide and P-ctinide metals pre-

pared from variously treated t.rifluorides are given in Tables 5 and 

6. There is an obvious decrease in the oxygen content of metals 
(' 

prenared from trifluorides treP..ted with anhydrous HF,, but no signifi-
' \. 

c<'nt trends e.re observed on vary7-ng the temperature and length of the 

HF treatment. Bromine tri .. fluoride does not anpear to be as ef.fecti ve 

an oxygen remover as HF. It is also a")nCl.rent.ly not as good a carbon 

remover a.s HF, although tre opnosit.e result would 'be' exnecte-i in the 

c<?.se of ca.rbon. Attemn1 s to nurify commercial anhydrous HF by mul t.ip}e 



r .. , 
( 
•. 

batch distillation resulted in sa.mnles comparable :i.:1. oxyr:en And cc:rbon 

contamination t.o samnles prepared using untrea.ted e:mhydrous !f4' 
• :.L 0 If 

a lo•/rer Umi t of contamination is being set b;;r t.he nresence of ory-

r~on and carbon in the HF, better methods must be found for Dur:i fying 

the HF itself. 

There is no possibility of apnreciable contamination during. 

reduction of the trifluoride; all the oxygen in the reduction sys+.em 

<1t 10-6 rmn Hg would not contribute 1 ppm to a 1 mg. samnle. Sim~_lar-

l:v, there is no cha.nce of annreciahle contamination hy residual gas 

in t!'le gold cansules at 1 micron Hg. Analysis of silver metal indicates 

thet contaMination during bombardment will be a.t 1vorse less t~an 

· ebout ·100 nnm. 

\ 
' . ·, 

.: ' 
.\ 

·' 
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